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tallic M (M ¼ Ni, Co, or Fe)–Sn
nanoparticles into phosphides: a general strategy
for the synthesis of ternary metal phosphide
nanocrystals†
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Ternary metal tin phosphides are promising candidates for electrochemical or catalytic applications.

Nevertheless, their synthesis, neither as bulk nor nanomaterials is well investigated in the literature. Here,

we describe a general synthetic strategy to convert bimetallic M–Sn (M ¼ Ni, Co, and Fe) nanoparticles

to ternary metal phosphides by decomposition of tributylphosphine at 300 �C. At high phosphorus

concentrations, Ni3Sn4 nanoparticles convert to hybrid structured Ni2SnP and b-Sn. The CoSn2 and

FeSn2 nanoparticles undergo a phosphorization, too and form hybrid nanocrystals reported here for the

first time, containing ternary or binary phosphides. We identified the crystal structure of the

nanoparticles via XRD and HRTEM measurements using the diffraction data given for Ni2SnP in literature.

We were able to locate the Ni2SnP and b-Sn crystal structure within the nanoparticles to demonstrate

the phase composition of the nanoparticles. By transferring the synthesis to cobalt and iron, we obtained

nanoparticles exhibiting similar hybrid structures and ternary element compositions for Co–Sn–P and

binary Fe–P and FeSn2 compositions. In the last step, we used the given information to propose

a conversion mechanism from the binary M–Sn nanoparticles through phosphorization.
Introduction

Tin-based bimetallic nanoparticles M–Sn (M ¼ Ni, Co, and Fe)
are attractive candidates for applications as anode material in
lithium-ion batteries,1–5 in electronic devices6 or catalysts for
semi-hydrogenation of alkynes7 due to their combined proper-
ties of low melting point, stability against oxidation, catalytic
properties, and ferromagnetism.8 The synthesis of those mate-
rials is challenging itself in terms of size, shape, and composi-
tion control. On the other hand, transition metal phosphides
M–P apply in catalytic, electronic, and magnetic processes.9–11

Therefore, a combination of tin-based bimetallic materials with
phosphorus (M–Sn–P) is highly interesting, at least in three
different areas of application such as energy storage, catalysis,
and soldering.12–17 The properties of these materials and their
performance in the applications mentioned above still need
further investigations. This requires developing synthetic
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methods, allowing for precise control of the morphological
parameters and the composition of M–Sn–P particles.

The synthesis of nano-sized ternary metal phosphides is
limited to a few methods based on a direct reaction between all
educts or a two-step synthesis with a phosphorization step
coming second. The latter was used in the synthesis of NiCoP
nanostructures. They were fabricated by the phosphorization
through sodium phosphates of Ni–Co hydroxides on Ti-foil or
Ni-foam.18–21 Nickel or cobalt molybdenum phosphides were
synthesized in one step with the following calcination proce-
dure using ammonium phosphates.22 The same approach was
used by Chu et al. and Yu et al. to get Ni–Cu–P and
Fe0.5Co0.5P.23,24 The colloidal synthesis of binary phosphides
was achieved by conversion of metallic particles into phos-
phides via decomposition of alkyl phosphines such as tri-
octylphosphine or tributylphosphine.25–27 Among ternary metal
phosphides containing Sn and Ni, Co or Fe, only the combi-
nation of Ni, Sn, and P has been described in the literature.
Ternary Ni–Sn–P is known to form Ni-rich compounds, such as
Ni2SnP, Ni3SnP, and Ni10SnP3 with decreasing Sn-content at
phosphorus richer compositions. The synthesis is based on the
one-step synthesis by ball milling techniques13,14,28 or pellet-
pressing and annealing procedures using red phosphorus.29

However, no reports about the colloidal synthesis of nickel-tin
Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 2663–2673 | 2663
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phosphide nanoparticles have been published, yet, neither is
there any information about bulk or nanostructured ternary
compounds of Co- or Fe–Sn phosphides.

Here, we present a conversion strategy from tin-based bime-
tallic nanoparticles to ternary hybrid nanocrystals. First, we
introduce the synthesis of monodisperse Ni3Sn4, CoSn2, and
FeSn2 nanoparticles. Adding tributylphosphine as phosphorus
source into the reaction solution, we achieve a phosphorization of
the nanoparticles. We compare the results obtained at two
different phosphorus concentrations and characterize the result-
ing crystal structures and compositions via powder X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD), high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM), and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
measurements. In the last section of the manuscript, we describe
the growth process of the ternary phosphides and discuss the
differences between particles containing nickel, cobalt, and iron.
Experimental
Chemicals

Oleylamine (technical grade, 70%), tin chloride SnCl2 (99.99%),
iron chloride FeCl2 (99.99%), nickel chloride NiCl2 (98%), tri-
butylphosphine (TBP, 93,5%), lithium-bis(trimethylsilyl)amide
LiN(SiMe3)2 (97%), toluene (99.8%), diisobutylaluminium
hydride in tetrahydrofuran (1 M DIBAH in THF), oleic acid
(90%), and chloroform (99.8%) were used as purchased from
Sigma Aldrich. Cobalt chloride CoCl2 (97%) was used as
purchased from Acros Organics.
Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction data of the M–Sn nanoparticles synthesized
without a phosphorus source. The tin oxide patterns symbolize the low
crystalline background for the Co–Sn and Fe–Sn sample.
Synthesis of M–Sn–P nanoparticles

The typical synthesis for ternary M–Sn–P nanoparticles (M¼ Ni,
Co, and Fe) is based on the synthesis of Ni3Sn4 nanoparticles
reported before.30 Oleylamine (130 ml) and tin chloride
(0.0948 g, 0.5 mmol) were dried at 140 �C under vacuum and
argon atmosphere consecutively to provide an oxygen-free
surrounding for the reduction. Otherwise oxidation processes
can occur, leading to side products. The second metal chloride
is dissolved in excess tributylphosphine (TBP, 15 ml, 60 mmol).
For Ni–Sn–P nanoparticles 0.375 mmol (48.6 mg) NiCl2 were
used to gain a ratio of the metallic ions of Ni : Sn of 3 : 4. Aer
injecting the metal salt solution at 160 �C, a freshly prepared
solution of 6.3 mmol (1.05 g) LiN(SiMe3)2 in 3 ml toluene is
added directly followed by the injection of 2 mmol of the
reducing agent DIBAH by now at 150 �C. The solution was held
at this temperature for 30 min and aerwards heated up to
300 �C for 8 h. To purify the synthesized nanoparticles, the
solution was cooled down and the dispersion was centrifuged
with methanol to precipitate the nanoparticles. They were
redispersed in a chloroform/oleic acid (40 ml/2 ml) solution for
long-term stabilization as oleic acid-capped nanoparticles and
washed once with methanol. By centrifugation without precip-
itation agent, agglomerates can be separated. TEM and X-ray
diffraction data of all precipitates are plotted in the ESI
Fig. S1–S5.† For synthesis of (Co/Fe)–Sn–P nanoparticles, the
amounts of metal chloride were adjusted to 0.25 mmol (33.1
mg) CoCl2 and to 0.5 mmol (63.4 mg) FeCl2. The synthesis was
2664 | Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 2663–2673
repeated with a decreased amount of TBP to 5 ml (20 mmol) to
investigate the inuence of the phosphorus concentration.

The synthesis of the tin-based bimetallic nanoparticles
proceeds analogue to the synthesis of the ternary compounds
except for the amount of TBP. The phosphorus source (TBP) was
le out, so all metal chlorides were added to the dried oleyl-
amine solution as powders aer the tin chloride was dried.

Methods

XRD. Powder X-ray diffraction measurements (XRD) were
performed using a PANalytical X'Pert Pro diffractometer with
Cu-Ka radiation. The nanoparticle dispersion was dropped onto
low background silicon sample holders and was measured in
a Bragg Brentano q–q set up.

TEM. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were
collected on a Zeiss EM 900N microscope with an acceleration
voltage of 80 kV. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) measurements
were conducted using a JEOL 2100F with an electron accelera-
tion voltage of 200 kV. As sample holders, carbon-coated copper
grids were used covered with a diluted nanoparticle dispersion.
For energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) an Oxford INCA
Energy TEM250 with SDD detector X-Max80 was used. To
determine the size of the nanoparticles the soware ImageJ
1.50e was used. Taking into account that the particles are not
perfectly spherical, the minor and major diameter of each
particle was determined, from which the mean diameter was
calculated.

NMR. Solid state high-resolution, i.e., magic angle spinning
(MAS), 31P-NMR spectra were acquired using an Avance III HD
NMR spectrometer (Bruker) connected to a cryomagnet with
a nominal eld of 11.75 T. This resulted in a resonance frequency
of 202.6 MHz. A standard (double-resonance) DVT 1.9 mm probe
(Bruker), which can be operated at spinning speeds of up to 42
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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kHz, was used for the experiments. 31P MAS-NMR spectra were
referenced to CaHPO4$2H2O, which shows its resonance signal at
1.4 ppm relative to the primary reference H3PO4 (85%). The
shown spectrum was recorded using a rotor-synchronized Hahn-
echo pulse sequence (p/2-s–p-s-acquire; s denotes the rotor
period) at a spinning speed of 40 kHz. The pulse length was 2.63
ms at a power level of 36.9 W. The controlled temperature of the
VT gas was set to 300 K at a rate of 600 l h�1. A recycling delay of
1 s was used while 80.000 scans were accumulated which led to
almost 1 day of measurement time. Processing of the data was
carried out using TopSpin 3.6.1 soware (Bruker).

Results and discussion

In the following, we rst present the synthesis of bimetallic M–

Sn nanoparticles, obtained without any phosphorus source in
the reaction solution. Aer that, we describe their trans-
formation to ternary phosphides, which takes place in the
presence of tributylphosphine, acting as a phosphorus source.
In the last part of the manuscript, we discuss the growth
mechanism of the ternary phosphide nanocrystals.

Characterization of bimetallic M–Sn nanoparticles

In a typical synthesis of bimetallic M–Sn nanoparticles, both
metal chlorides were dissolved in oleylamine and reduced at
150 �C by diisobutylaluminium hydride aer adding a lithium
Fig. 2 TEM and HRTEM images with the corresponding FFT (a–c) for Ni3S

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
base to form an oleylamine-metal precursor. Nanoparticle growth
is induced via heating up to 300 �C for 8 h. The X-ray diffraction
patterns in Fig. 1 show broad diffraction peaks matching the tin-
rich phase in the bulk phase diagram, which is Ni3Sn4, CoSn2, and
FeSn2, respectively. No additional peaks of other crystalline pha-
ses are detected. However, a broad background can be observed at
lower diffraction angles (around 31� 2q) for the Co–Sn and Fe–Sn
sample, most likely caused by amorphous tin oxides. It has to be
noted that aer the synthesis the particles are exposed to air,
resulting in the oxidation of the surface layer. The Ni3Sn4 and
CoSn2 nanoparticles are almost spherical, while the FeSn2 nano-
particles show some undened shapes. Independent of their
shape, all nanoparticles are single-crystalline with an amorphous
oxide shell, as shown in Fig. 2. The Ni–Sn nanoparticles exhibit
the thinnest oxide shell among the three kinds ofmaterials, which
can be the reason for the low background signal in the corre-
sponding diffraction data. The fast Fourier transformed (FFT)
images of the crystalline areas can be indexed to monoclinic
Ni3Sn4 (Fig. 2c, ICSD: 04-007-1116), tetragonal CoSn2 (Fig. 2f,
ICSD: 03-065-2697), and tetragonal FeSn2 (Fig. 2i, ICSD: 04-003-
4677), which is in agreement with the X-ray diffraction data.

Characterization of Ni–Sn–P nanoparticles

The synthesized Ni–Sn–P nanoparticles are shown in a repre-
sentative TEM image in Fig. 3a. They are mostly spherical and of
uniform size, with amean particle diameter of 9.8 nm� 1.8 nm.
n4 in [103] direction, (d–f) for CoSn2 in [101], and (g–i) for FeSn2 in [1�10].

Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 2663–2673 | 2665



Fig. 3 TEM image of an ensemble of Ni–Sn–P nanoparticles after
synthesis with (a) 15 ml TBP and (b) 5 ml TBP, and (c) the X-ray
diffraction patterns with reference data of Ni3Sn4, Ni2SnP and b-Sn.
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The majority of the particles exhibits variations of contrast,
which can be caused by variations in composition or grain
boundaries in polycrystalline particles.

The broad peaks in the X-ray diffraction pattern (Fig. 3c,
black curve) reveal the presence of relatively small crystallites.
Fig. 4 (a–c) HRTEM images of selected nanoparticles. The FFTs of each n
b-Sn (blue) crystals in epitaxial growth, in (e) the Ni2SnP crystal structure
areas mark the measured region within the nanoparticles. The zone axis

2666 | Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 2663–2673
The diffraction peaks can be assigned to Ni2SnP (ICSD: 04-010-
2577) and b-Sn (AMCSD: 0011248).

Using HRTEM combined with a Fast Fourier Transformation
of the crystalline regions, the crystal structures of the nano-
particles were studied. The predominant part of the sample
exhibits hybrid structured nanoparticles, as presented in Fig. 4.
One of the two crystallites shows the orthorhombic Ni2SnP
crystal structure with b-Sn in epitaxial growth. If the nano-
particle is not optimally oriented to the electron beam, only one
of the phases is visible as portrayed in Fig. 4b with the ortho-
rhombic Ni2SnP crystal structure.

The composition of the nanocrystals was investigated by
EDX measurements, in particular, that of the nanoparticles
observed before with HRTEM. Due to the relatively large spot
size of the electron beam of 1.5 nm and the small area of the
crystallites, the results of the EDX measurements cannot
provide the exact compositions but show clear tendencies
matching the crystal structure analysis (Fig. S6 and S7, Table
S1 and S2 in ESI†). Nanoparticles identied with the Ni2SnP
crystal structure always show a high concentration of all three
elements (Ni, P, and Sn). Next to the identied Ni2SnP regions,
there always is an Sn-rich region, which can be indexed to the
b-Sn crystal structure in case of an orientation of the lattice
planes parallel to the electron beam. In all cases, the Sn
content is slightly higher compared to the stoichiometry of the
detected phases, which is likely caused by the presence of an
Sn-rich oxide shell reported before in literature1,31 for M–Sn
materials.
anoparticle demonstrate in (d) a hybrid structure of Ni2SnP (green) and
and in (f) a large hybrid nanoparticle of Ni2SnP and b-Sn. The colored
of each crystal is noted in the right upper corner of the FFT.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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In addition to that, no amorphous oxide shell surrounding
the P-rich phases can be observed because of the lower oxida-
tion potential of metal phosphides compared to pure metals,
which was described before, for example, for nickel
phosphides.11

As a complementary measurement to identify the chemical
environment of the phosphorus atom, a solid-state high-
resolution 31P MAS-NMR measurement was conducted
(Fig. 5). The crystallographic structure of Ni2SnP provides the
same chemical environment of all phosphorus atoms in an
ideal crystal. Here, we deal with hybrid nanoparticles with
a high interface to volume ratio. The chemical shis and the
FWHMof the signals can give a rst hint of the present relations
of phosphorus in this sample. A chemical shi at �20.3 ppm
points to remaining tributylphosphine at the surface of the
particles. Furthermore, there are three distinguishable signals
at 70.8 ppm, 57.4 ppm, and 52.6 ppm. The location and broad
FWHM of these signals indicate low mobility of the phosphorus
atoms compared to the highly mobile tributylphosphine at the
nanoparticles' surface. The chemical shi to more positive
values indicates the paramagnetic inuence of the nickel
atoms. A broad signal around 3 ppm refers to a different
chemical environment for phosphorus atoms without the
paramagnetic inuence of nickel atoms but maybe due to the
presence of oxygen. Up to this point, the exact identication of
the NMR signals is still uncertain and needs further investiga-
tions, but backs up the assumption of phosphorus atoms
integrated into the crystal structure.

Overall, the monoclinic Ni3Sn4 nanoparticles could
be transformed to hybrid-structured nanoparticles with
a tetragonal Ni2SnP and b-Sn phase by including a large excess
of a phosphorus source (15 ml TBP) in the solution.

In the next step, we reduced the concentration of tribu-
tylphosphine to one-third (5 ml TBP) to investigate the possi-
bility of the formation of the ternary phosphides at a lower
excess of the phosphorus source.

The synthesized nanoparticles differ in appearance from the
ones synthesized with a high phosphorus concentration.
Contrast differences within one nanoparticle, which were an
indication for the formation of hybrid nanostructures, are
Fig. 5 31P MAS-NMR spectrum of Ni–Sn–P nanoparticles recorded at
300 K and 40 kHz spinning speed.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
missing. Both the X-ray diffraction data (grey curve in Fig. 3c)
and the TEM image (Fig. 3b) resemble that of bimetallic parti-
cles synthesized without TBP. The nanoparticles crystallize in
the Ni3Sn4 structure with no additional reections. However,
HRTEM measurements combined with EDX measurements
reveal the incorporation of phosphorus into some of the parti-
cles. Unfortunately, the sample is not uniform in terms of
composition, even though, all particles exhibit the same Ni3Sn4

crystal structure (Fig. S8†). In some of the Ni3Sn4 nanoparticles,
phosphorus is not detectable by EDX. However, also nano-
particles with up to 20% phosphorus are present in the sample.
In the latter case, the tin content is distinctly lower. XPS
measurements (Fig. S11†) do not show any signal in the range of
the P 2p orbital (130 eV). Therefore, phosphorus atoms are
preferably located in the crystalline core and not near the
surface of the nanoparticle.

Thus, ternary phosphides can be formed from Ni3Sn4

nanoparticles, without changing the crystal lattice, if the frac-
tion of phosphorus is relatively small, while Sn–Ni2SnP hybrid
nanocrystals are obtained at high phosphorus concentration.
Characterization of Co–Sn–P nanoparticles

The synthesized Co–Sn–P nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 6a.
They have a mean diameter of 12.6 nm � 2.1 nm and reveal
contrast differences within one nanoparticle comparable to the
Ni–Sn–P nanoparticles. The X-ray diffraction data are plotted in
Fig. 6c (black curve) and exhibit mainly two broad diffraction
peaks at 34.6� 2q and 46.1� 2q. There is no sign le of the
tetragonal CoSn2 crystal structure, which was the phase ob-
tained without the phosphorus source. Furthermore, no
diffraction peak can be indexed to any Co–Sn phase or a cobalt
or tin phosphide. Without identifying the new phase on hand, it
Fig. 6 TEM image of an ensemble of Co–Sn–P nanoparticles after
synthesis with (a) 15 ml TBP and (b) 5 ml TBP, and (c) the X-ray
diffraction patterns with reference data of CoSn2 and b-Sn.

Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 2663–2673 | 2667



Fig. 8 EDX mapping of an ensemble of Co–Sn–P nanoparticles. The
element distribution of Sn is uniformly spread over the whole nano-
particle, while P and Co are localized in identical distinct regions of the
nanoparticle.
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can be concluded, that a phase transformation took place. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no diffraction data in the
literature of any ternary Co–Sn–P compound. So, in contrast to
the Ni–Sn–P nanoparticles, no reference data for the identi-
cation of the structure of the particles in the HRTEM images
could be used.

The HRTEM images reveal the polycrystalline nature of the
nanoparticles. In most cases, two or three crystallites are visible
at the same time. The oxide shell surrounding the crystallites is
thinner than for the CoSn2 nanoparticles synthesized without
TBP. This points to higher stability against oxidation, which
could be observed before for the Ni2SnP crystallites. An exem-
plary Co–Sn–P nanoparticle is presented in Fig. 7. We compared
the element composition via point-EDX measurements of the
crystalline regions within the nanoparticles. All measurements
show a reproducible element ratio of P : Co : Sn ¼ 1 : 1 : 1. Next
to these crystallites, we nd amorphous looking regions. Here,
the element composition uctuates but shows a clear tendency
to Sn-rich composition with low P concentration. The correla-
tion of an Sn-rich region next to the P-rich phases was observed
in the same manner for the Ni–Sn–P nanoparticles.

In contrast to the Ni–Sn–P sample, the Sn-rich regions still
contain some phosphorus, which could be the reason why none
of these regions can be identied as tetragonal b-Sn. However,
both samples have in common that, the formation of ternary
phosphide is accompanied by the generation of tin-rich regions
in the particle. The element distribution of Sn, Co, and P for an
ensemble of nanoparticles is presented in Fig. 8. Each nano-
crystal comprises of two different regions. The rst one contains
Sn, Co, and P indicating the formation of a ternary compound
with a 1 : 1 : 1 stoichiometry. The second, smaller part of the
particle, is tin-rich, and only traces of the other two elements are
detectable by EDX. Overall, the particles retain their original
cobalt tin ratio of 1 : 2, indicating a conversion from uniform
Fig. 7 HRTEM image of an exemplary polycrystalline Co–Sn–P
nanoparticle. The element composition of the left crystallite is 1 : 1 : 1
for P : Co : Sn. The element composition within the remaining regions
of the nanoparticle varies but shows a high Sn concentration.

2668 | Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 2663–2673
CoSn2 to a CoSnP–Sn hybrid nanostructure by partial phos-
phorization and reorganization of the original particle.

Comparable to the Ni–Sn–P synthesis, larger nanoparticles
could be separated from the product with diameters of several
hundreds of nanometers, accompanied by smaller crystallites
in the size range of several nanometers (Fig. S3†). The X-ray
diffraction pattern shows diffraction peaks matching large b-
Sn crystallites and a second unidentied crystal structure with
substantially broadened reections. The peak positions of this
unknown phase correspond with the unidentied diffraction
peaks of the small nanoparticles in (Fig. 6c) and are summa-
rized in Table S3.† The low number of diffraction peaks points
to a highly symmetric crystal structure. No additional crystalline
Co–Sn phase is observed. As discussed below, we assume an
initial formation of CoSn2 crystals with the following phos-
phorization. Consequently, the fact no diffraction peak matches
CoSn2 indicates a complete phase transformation to the ternary
phosphide and an additional Sn-rich phase.

The formation of ternary Co–Sn–P nanoparticles was also
studied with the amount of TBP reduced to 5 ml. A represen-
tative TEM image is shown in Fig. 6b, revealing variations of
contrast within the particles, indicating the formation of hybrid
nanostructures. However, the X-ray diffraction data plotted in
Fig. 6c (grey curve) can be assigned to the CoSn2-structure. The
presence of a small fraction of the b-Sn phase cannot be
excluded because of the substantial broadening of the reec-
tions. At approximately 34� 2q, a plateau indicates an additional
diffraction signal matching the unknown diffraction peak
belonging to the ternary Co–Sn–P structure.

Analogue to the Ni–Sn–P sample synthesized with 5 ml TBP,
the particles in this sample do not have a uniform composition.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Point EDX measurements reveal the variation of the Co, Sn, and
P content in different nanoparticles. Representative to the
sample, there are three nanoparticles presented in Fig. S9.†One
fraction of the sample exists of CoSn2 nanoparticles with a P
concentration of less than 10%. These nanoparticles still crys-
tallize in the tetragonal CoSn2 crystal structure. The oxide shell
surrounding the crystallite is comparable to the one in Fig. 2e.
The second group of this sample already consists of a P
concentration of up to 30% and is polycrystalline. These parti-
cles either are binary CoSn2 crystallites with intercalated P or
already exhibit the ternary Co–Sn–P compound combined with
CoSn2 crystallites. XPS measurements (Fig. S11†) of the P 2p
range reveal two signals at 133 eV and 129 eV, which originate
from phosphate groups at the surface and metal phosphide in
the crystalline core of the nanoparticle.32,33 The binding energy
of the phosphidic species is lower than of elemental phos-
phorus (130 eV), indicating a higher electron density, caused by
electron transfer from the metals.
Characterization of Fe–Sn–P nanoparticles

The Fe–Sn–P nanoparticles synthesized with 15 ml TBP are
shown in Fig. 9a and have a mean particle diameter of 15.1 nm
� 3.1 nm. Contrast differences appear similar to the previous
samples and indicate the formation of hybrid nanostructures.
The X-ray diffraction data in Fig. 9c (black curve) reveal
diffraction peaks matching the b-Sn and a binary Fe2P (COD:
1011335) crystal structure. Calculations of the crystallite size by
the Scherrer equation using the FWHM of the diffraction peaks
lead to about 9.5 nm crystallites for the b-Sn phase and
about 5.5 nm for the Fe2P phase. This difference is due to
agglomerated nanoparticles, such as the one shown in
Fig. 9 TEM image of an ensemble of Fe–Sn–P nanoparticles after
synthesis with (a) 15 ml TBP and (b) 5 ml TBP and (c) the X-ray
diffraction patterns with reference data of FeSn2, Fe2P, and b-Sn.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
Fig. S10.† In addition to that, there is a broad background at 31�

2q, which is similar to diffraction signals resulting from amor-
phous metal oxides, for example, SnOx (ref. 34) and small b-Sn
crystallites. Diffraction peaks matching the FeSn2 crystal
structure are barely visible indicating the presence of only
a small fraction of this phase in the sample. No additional peaks
indicating the formation of a ternary Fe–Sn–P phase are detec-
ted. This is the rst hint of different phase composition in
contrast to the Ni- and Co- containing samples.

HRTEM images show highly polycrystalline nanoparticles
(Fig. 10). Some of them can be assigned to FeSn2 and Fe2P
(Fig. 10a), or FeP (Fig. 10b); for others, such as the one shown in
Fig. 10c, no reliable phase identication is possible because of
the low number of lattice planes belonging to one crystallite. The
phase composition measured by HRTEM-EDX shows a high P
and Fe concentration with low Sn concentration for the crystal-
line regions indexed to the Fe–P crystal structures. In the outer
regions of the nanoparticle, the Sn concentration increases,
because of the Sn-rich oxide shell. A high Sn concentrationwithin
the nanoparticle appears in the space between the crystalline iron
phosphides or at overlapping b-Sn crystallites. The element
distribution within one nanoparticle is pictured in Fig. 11 by EDX
mapping measurements. Two kinds of regions can be distin-
guished within the particle: the rst one is tin-rich, the other
contains phosphorus and iron. A small fraction of tin found in
the second region originates from the tin oxide shell covering the
particles. Thus, the reaction of FeSn2 nanoparticles with TBP
does not yield ternary Fe–Sn–P phases but a combination of
binary iron phosphide and tin-rich regions. In contrast to the
phosphorization of CoSn2 particles, the original Fe : Sn ratio of
1 : 2 is not maintained, the overall composition of the resulting
particles is Fe : Sn : P 1 : 1 : 1. Thus, tin is released from the
particles during the phosphorization process.

Ternary phosphides were also not formed when the amount
of TBP is reduced to 5 ml (Fig. 9b), but the XP spectrum of P 2p
exhibits the same XP signals as for the analogue Co–Sn sample
(Fig. S11†). A phosphate signal (133 eV) and a metallic phos-
phide signal (129 eV) are present, which demonstrates the
formation of a binary Fe–P structure. The X-ray diffraction
pattern is dominated by the diffraction signals resulting from
the FeSn2 crystal structure, and no other crystalline phases are
detectable. X-ray diffraction is a volume-weighted measure-
ment, so it is not surprising, that small Fe–P phases detected
within one nanoparticle, for example, in Fig. 12, do not show
visible diffraction signals. Here again, P is localized in Fe-rich
regions, indicating the beginning of phase segregation already
at low P concentrations.

Thus, despite using FeSn2 particles, with a uniform distri-
bution of both metals, in the reaction with the phosphorus
source, no ternary Fe–Sn–P particles could be formed, but
polycrystalline structures, containing iron phosphide and tin-
rich regions were generated.
Growth mechanism of ternary metal–tin-phosphides

Using the information given by the characterization of the
syntheses, we conclude a four-step mechanism described
Nanoscale Adv., 2019, 1, 2663–2673 | 2669



Fig. 10 HRTEM images of three Fe–Sn–P nanoparticles. The FFT images were indexed for (a + d) to the FeSn2 crystal structure (red) in [13�3]
orientation and to the Fe2P crystal structure (green) in [010] orientation, for (b + e) to the FeP crystal structure in [001] orientation. For the sake of
clarity, the labeling of the FFT signals is incomplete, but all detected spots match the given pattern. In (c + f) a representative polycrystalline
nanoparticle is shown without phase identification. The color assigns the phase to the region in the nanoparticle.

Nanoscale Advances Paper
schematically in Fig. 13 for the formation of ternary metal–tin
phosphides. The rst step takes place at a low temperature of
150 �C. M–Sn nanoparticles are formed by a monomer diffusion
of M and Sn into stable liquid Sn nanodroplets, which form rst
(1).30 The nanoparticles are stabilized by oleylamine and over the
Fig. 11 EDX mapping of an Fe–Sn–P nanoparticle visualizing the
element distributions of Sn, P, and Fe.
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phosphorus group of TBP (2). Information about the nano-
particles at this stage of the synthesis can be found in Fig. S11 and
S12 in the ESI.† At 300 �C, TBP decomposes, likely supported by
the catalytic effect of metallic components to decrease the binding
energy between phosphorus and carbon (3).25,35–37 Over time,
phosphorus diffuses into theM–Sn crystal (4). For all threemetals,
phosphides containing less tin than the original bimetallic
nanoparticles accompanied by tin-rich regions are formed during
this step. However, the detailed composition and morphology of
the nal product depend on the metal component (Ni, Co, or Fe)
and the total amount of phosphorus in the solution.

Low amounts of phosphorus can be incorporated into the
Ni3Sn4 nanoparticles without changing their crystallographic
Fig. 12 HRTEM image of a Fe–Sn–P nanoparticle synthesized with
5 ml TBP with a FeSn2 crystallite (red) in [1�10] direction in the center
and three small crystallites with higher P concentrations, in which one
(green) can be assigned to the Fe2P crystal structure in [1�10] direction.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 13 Proposed growth mechanism of M–Sn–P nanoparticles. (1) Formation of Sn-rich nanodroplets and their further reaction with Sn- and
M-monomers. (2) Intermetallic M–Sn nanoparticle stabilized by oleylamine (not shown in the scheme, for clarity) and TBP. (3) Decomposition of
TBP at 300 �C at the surface of the nanoparticle. (4) Diffusion of the phosphorus into the nanoparticle and the resulting structures with different
amounts of TBP. For clarity, we do not take into account the oxidation of the samples, occurring after their exposure to air, visible in the TEM and
XRD data.
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structure. Increasing the phosphorus concentration in the
particles leads to the conversion from uniform, monoclinic
Ni3Sn4 structure to hybrid nanoparticles of orthorhombic
Ni2SnP and tetragonal b-Sn. The resulting phosphide phase
contains less tin, compared to the initial intermetallic Ni3Sn4

nanocrystals; however, the tin excess remains in the particle,
and hybrid nanocrystals are generated in this way.

Phosphorization of the CoSn2 crystal structure leads to the
formation of ternary Co–Sn–P compounds already with low
amounts of TBP (5 ml). Ternary phosphides with relatively low
phosphorus concentrations start growing at different places
near the surface of the CoSn2. As a result, polycrystalline
nanoparticles are formed, still exhibiting the CoSn2 crystal
structure.

In the case of higher phosphorus concentrations (15ml TBP in
the reaction solution), the CoSn2 crystal structure fully converts
into a new Co–Sn–P phase with the stoichiometry of 1 : 1 : 1 and
an additional Sn-rich region. In analogy to the Ni-containing
sample, the Co : Sn ratio is higher in the ternary phosphide,
compared to the original CoSn2 particles, but is retained in the
overall composition of the hybrid nanostructure. Thus, tin atoms
are displaced from CoSn2 during the phosphorization process but
remain in the particles as an additional tin-rich phase.

In contrast to the results described for Ni3Sn4 and CoSn2,
during phosphorization of the FeSn2 sample, a small fraction of
phosphorus suffices to induce nucleation of iron phosphides at
the nanoparticle surface. These regions consisting of binary
iron phosphides grow larger at a higher phosphorus concen-
tration, while some of the Sn exits the nanoparticle and forms
Sn agglomerates, such as the one in Fig. S10 in the ESI.† Finally,
no FeSn2 crystallites are le and polycrystalline nanocrystals
composed of several iron phosphide domains and tin-rich
regions are formed.

Conclusion

In this work, we showed the conversion of bimetallic M–Sn
nanoparticles into phosphides by adding tributylphosphine to
the reaction solution. We could separate the formation of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
bimetallic seeds from the further phosphorization step, by
starting the synthesis at a relatively low temperature of 150 �C,
sufficient for the nucleation of theM–Sn compounds, followed by
prolonged heating the reaction solution at 300 �C. Increasing the
temperature affects the decomposition of TBP; as a result, TBP
decomposes in the presence of bimetallic nanoparticles and P
diffuses into the nanoparticles aer their formation. We were
able to synthesize nanocrystalline Ni2SnP particles in colloidal
solution for the rst time and characterized them by XRD,
HRTEM, and EDXmeasurements. In addition to that, we showed
that also Co forms a ternary compound with Sn and P in a stoi-
chiometric ratio of Co : Sn : P ¼ 1 : 1 : 1. During the phosphori-
zation of FeSn2 nanocrystals, no ternary Fe–Sn–P but binary FeP
and Fe2P phases were formed, and some of the tin atoms le the
nanoparticles and agglomerated into b-Sn crystallites.

In all three cases, the formation of the binary and ternary
phosphides is accompanied by a displacement of tin atoms
from the original bimetallic crystal structure, resulting in the
generation of a hybrid structure. The M–Sn–P phases obtained
in these reactions have a higher M : Sn ratio, compared to the
original bimetallic particles. Therefore, the fraction of the
binary or ternary phosphide in the nal nanostructures is
limited by the fraction of M in the initial bimetallic M–Sn phase.
Thus, to synthesize pure ternary phosphides, M-richer M–Sn
nanoparticles should be used in the phosphorization reaction,
such as Ni3Sn2 or Co3Sn2.

Further experimental and theoretical studies will be needed
to synthesize monocrystalline ternary tin-based phosphides and
to identify the crystal structure of the ternary Co–Sn–P
compound obtained here.
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